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The rectangular series has been developed to utilize storage space even more, a true multipurpose storage solution for 

any room in the home. The rectangular shape with its straight, yet soft corners provide a functional and beautiful  

storage basket. The new design with two submerged handles gives a basket easy to store, lif t and carry. Place it on the 

hat rack, in the bookshelf, in the linen closet or bring it out in to the garden! The Rectangular baskets are handwoven 

with the same unique technique as the original Classic 35, first woven in 1922. The unique design with a single  

handwoven wire, completely without weldings, is the reason why the Korbo baskets are so durable. There are simply no 

parts that can fall apart! 

 

- The rectangular baskets have been under development for some time and eagerly awaited by our loyal customers. 

We have let the  design grow gradually as the weavers have learnt to make the rectangular shape using the traditional 

weaving technique.  The new series is a first step in the 100-year celebration of the unique basket technique in 2022. 

It’s an exciting time ahead! – Sofia Knutsson, Sales and Marketing manager.

FOLLOW US ON
instagram.com/korbobaskets

pinterest.com/korbo1922

facebook.com/korbo

ABOUT KORBO 
Korbo handwoven wire baskets are functional and timeless baskets with a history that dates back to the early 1920’s 

Sweden. In the old days, the baskets were used by fishermen and farmers or anyone who needed reliable carrying and 

storage that could withstand weather, wind, wear and tear. Today Korbo is characterized by high quality and a func-

tional design. The products are crafted for everyday life and for generations to come.
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KORBO RECTANGULAR SERIES

MODEL | MATERIAL RRP SIZE (CM)

Rectangular 15L Galvanized €87 32x23x16

Rectangular 19L Galvanized €95 36x27x19

Rectangular 23L Galvanized €99 44x33x23

Rectangular 15L Acid proof stainless steel €116 32x23x16

Rectangular 19L Acid proof stainless steel €148 36x27x19

Rectangular 15L Brass €160 32x23x16

Rectangular 19L Brass €180 36x27x19
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